
 

Sight Impaired Dogs 

 

 

 

Blind dogs learn just as quickly (sometimes faster) as a dog who is not sight impaired. Whether the dog was born blind or 

a medical issue caused blindness, there are easy ways to help your dog adapt. A patient owner who understands how to 

both manage and train can create an amazing bond, but that is the case with any dog!  

Blind dogs can live just like dogs without sight impairment. They enjoy attention and probably love to play.  Did you 

know that they can even play fetch thanks to scented tennis balls?! Training can be very easy, clicker training is a perfect 

way to introduce new cues and words. Some helpful cues/words include: "Stop" , "Right", "Left" "Step" , etc… 

Always treat your blind dog as normal as possible, because they are normal! 

 

 

Tips: 



• Use a fountain type bowls for water, the noise of the water splashing makes it easy for the dog to find it. 

• Use different lightly scented oils in various rooms so the dog can immediately know which room they are in. Be 

sure the same scents are used each time they are refreshed. 

• Bubble wrap or felt wrap sharp corners of furniture at dog level to protect them until they know their 

surroundings.  

• Walk on leash until dog is acclimated. 

• Use changes in texture on the floor at the top and bottom of stairs. For example: If there is tile, put down a 

square of carpet. Outdoors; add mulch do distinguish property lines or change in terrain. 

• Always speak or make noise before touching the dog to not startle them. Be sure to let anyone who is 

interacting with your dog, do the same. 

• Sturdy baby gates can be safe barriers. 

• Try not to rearrange furniture. If you do, be sure to acclimate your dog to the changes. 

• Training can be done with verbal cues and by using scent lures!  

• Fun enrichment activities include scent detection!  

• If your dog likes to socialize on a walk, be sure to inform friendly strangers ahead of time that your dog is blind. 

• If you have guests over to your house, be sure not to overwhelm your dog. Too many new smells and voices can 

send your dog into sensory overload. Allowing your dog to meet one or two people before the crowd arrives and 

then putting your dog in a quiet area can be a good solution. The quiet area can be a room that your dog enjoys 

spending time or their crate. A frozen Kong can keep your dog occupied while you enjoy the party. 

• Consider using a harness with a shorter leash instead of a collar when taking walks. 

These websites provide lots of information including toys, helpful hints, Ophthalmologist listings and other resources: 

www.blinddogs.com 

www.blinddogs.net 

www.blinddogrescue.com 
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